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INTRODIkT ION

The purposes this .paper -are hree-fold.

Major theory of play and play.enOronments.

to review e-current

Second, and,m6st impOrtantly,

review the Current state of the art-on reSearch.onplay environments ? !, -Thir

to look _at some ideas- for the planning and design of play environments based-

op that research. The basic questions we _ easking.are: What do-we know

from the. scientific literature about the relations between the'physiCAr

environment children's play behayior, And subsequent...development? -How do

explain the findings, and:Wdo we use, inem in applicatiOpsto.envircuiMental

policy, pl'anning, and design?

_t both designated Olayground

coMparisons:betweeK the two.

Definitions

invetigating these questions, we _will look

and neighborhood play spades; along withmaking,

First a pair pf defin"lons. -Play,as talked -about In the

.
Child-environment literature i-s very poorly defined-cand used very broadly..

tends to mean any and all spontaneous- activity that is not adult directed but

initiated by the child or children themselves. By environment is

physical environment,- both the designed and the natural environment at all

scales from play structures. to the entire urban fabric,

' OVERVIEW OF CH

__

:DENVIRONMENT THEORY As IT PERTAINS TO PLAY,

One of .fife` Ituations in..whiohl,the_ohil&spqnds:ftne mos
.

ime

in ormal outdoor play. setti. s Children are the-greatest users..Of_publjo.

outdoor space, often using it at-a ratiop 0 to to adults and spendin



muchAt'eater-.propo.tion of time outdoors_ (Cooper-Marcus, 1974)....Muci this_

time is spent in spontaneous play in neighborhoods, raund the dwelling unit,

and on designated playgrounds. iiow can We conceptualize' the iImportance of

this time for the child?

Toward a Interactiona Ecolo ica'l Theory of Child-Environment Relations.

is a truism to say that.unstructured and spontaneous-play _an

important part of.'development (Garvey, '1977; Piaget, 1951; Singer, fgD

Herron .& Sutton - Smith, 1971)... ItiS throughunstructured,,-child7initiated

play that the, child is, often most free to explore,- to tet, an -to learn from

feedback-from the-e(ivironment.' This is the instrumental view or v_alue.of play

Many theories-Of child developmen- have extolled the value of the

child's interaction with his or her environment (cf. Herron & SuttonSmith,

41971) I don't need t summarize them here,,except to remind us

features of one of the most prominent and widely followe theocies that bea

on,the'role of-theenvironment.

Ire Pi3getrs'tiedry (e.g.,'Piaget,-1951; cf. review -in Har

1973-) , there are our functional-invarients biolo4icalTgivehs:

adaptation,. assim lation, 'accOmmodation, and equilibration

the child is consistently adapting to the world and thus to the. physical

-environment in an actiye; not...passive- way.. Thls adaptation' -which also
ief

-----nvolyes-changing-the:onvironment7s the-wel-1 -spring of development, or

motivation. Development is modulated by two opposing but eompliment'ary
--

. _ ._

forcesassimilation-and accommodation. Assimilation is the changing and
-

accommodation.,

incorporation:of -information into the child's schemesor structures l-of.

thinking and'behaving, While accommcidatidn is-the changing of the structures

to partially cOnform to, or account for, the new information. Info,-mation, in



its brdadest meaning, comes fromthe environMent, ,that 15, from.all-AhAt
-

.

outside the organism. Thus the-chi e inld and:the-environment ar a. delicate
,sss

balance, Almost ai dance,_wi h the child both altering information and

experiences so they will-fit with existing ideas selective attention

selective hearing, seleEtive meaning etc.), whi,1.1! simultaneously Altering his

off. her -cognitive'StruCtures to conform to the:information. When these

reciprocal And complementary fugotions of 4ssi011ation'andCaccommOdation are
in balance -,. Piaget refers_

.

thisas equilibration,. Equilibration-pcour*-,

then, wheh',therd---iS a balance between schemes and information-from thel,

environment; These periods of equilibration arethesmajorcognitive
. .

strUttures*soJamiliar in*Piaget-s theory, but trueAquilibration.occurs for

only vershort periods tftime, for the driving force of adaptation will -

insure that the child seeks out.and- is confronted with new information o
, =

experiences only,tob ready to challenge and-toppIe---cir disequilibriate--the_

statuf-.existing ideas.

While RiagetJ5 work-has peen most notable for its focus on Cognitive

structures and the processes of cognftive development, we must not lose sight--

-Motor and social -eMotional:deVelcipmenti-both-ofwhich,proceed in much the

Same manner. Piaget himself has dealtwithhoth;:shOwing:the. role- of
. .

'sensori-motor Avelopment and sensori-motor schemes. of

cognitive development and-shoW ng.some fascinating interactions between

intellectual and-social develOpMentin-his'1942- College de France lectures

Paget,_ .196

In the case of play and its specific role,in development, pragmatists

like equipment manUfaCturers,- most school boards, and many playground

designers) ess motor play and motor- development, wh



most tHeoris divelOpmen :Recent- wr'tel-s have,however

trted:togi- A lt,ance to all three maJorareas of :development,

(Singer; M/Z: 1977; Vloore. Cohen, Oertel & Van Ryzin, 1979; Rubin,

1980)-.;:ands;. it this holltit: view we must -,adOpt-Whenconsidering.research

and-the_deslAti of pi Viivironment-se

My Wu'' hal been attem g to articulate- and test a Piageti in-based

theery.oUchil-onvfteinment relatl.enS:(Moo.e- in 'press) FrOm the above, -ire

have seen. sgv-prAi of .thefinajorprOosliions of-the ,tneory-,:inciding_a_notion

central to our work, namely that of the integral and reciprocal interaction

the child bnd the environment._ but this theoretical notion would lead us not

only to expect the child to develop as a function of new information

(asSimi atidn and acCommodation) but also.to srIg! the environTent, both

-through cognitively chaflging it.(thinking about ft different J)_,anp=physicalTy

changing it (constructing one's own play spaces

changeand environmental change as integni to development, that 'is; there may

We,seebo h _developmental

--.1Wa More ComPlex'feedbaa:sYSteM.opereting-than that Proposed by 01aget-tithe

mutual ,change or_developoment of both the chld'and the environment and the

interaction between changing the environment and further developmen
_ .

Lest we fall into an environmental:deterministic positipn (as implicitly

many planners and designers do) we-should also:remember that the

_1'environmentPimpinging on:child devel- opment is not only the physical or

. _

desiOed environment but also the SoCial and cultural environment In other

Words; we may Say-that the child-wid_the total-soco-Thysical environment are

united in a complex ecology. This would-lead _uS to,hypothesize that the
- r

interactions- between -the -soci the-,Physical environment; may be more __

importalit to thechild's experienCe and:to development than either taken in
-



,isolation. This-is juSt one-.of the theoretical dedudtions from this

interactional-ecological theory of child-enviiionment relations-currently being

_investigated (see More, 1983a, 1983b).-
_

RE.EATRIy. ONPLAYAND PLAY,WVIRONMENT

If the chip devOlcips-thrOugh:feedback from interaCtions

environment, .then it.follows.that.the..chailadterof_the physica

ayalIable-for:saaretaneous'play awould,be expected.to effect the -types. an

_degree of interaction in which the child engages..

Theluestion,arises,then,,Whatderwe tOrrently kno0boUt.tbe e_

phySical setting of play.ori chilcrbehViar-and deVelopment?

St4dies- have been reported in theresearch literature on

Ha

clenvironmentrelationsfrom,the-geographic

various aspects

the work- of

`1977) to the child's -home (the work of Parke, 1978). Most studies of:-

play, hoWever,'do not'differentiate between 'indoor and outdoor settings. For

pragmatic-reasons. they have, tended tO'be conducted in indoor settings', and

preschools in particular, far exaMPle,' those-those reported irrGrey (1977),

Millar (1968), and Rubin (1980).: The investigatiori of setting differences in

:play (between different buildin* between outdoor versos 'indoor settings)

has received only scant attention (Krasnor & peeler, 1980). Most studies

inAhe_child development literature focus on the numi2er-ormaterials,

the types of toys_avtilable,_and_

without_paying attention to possible effects af-the molar physical'

tiaSPectaiof_the play environment,

nvironment, the .geographic and architectural environment (e.g:, see' the

latest "New Directions in Child Dqvelopment" soursebookRubin, 1980).

7- -



caveats there is sore good news. Studies-have been
_ -

conducted on children's spontaneous play-as a'function of the character of -

different types of-outdoor environments, for example the edfted voluMes by

Altman and Wohlwill (1973), Baird and Lutkus (1K.), and Weinstein and David

press). The literature.can be seen to fall into two sets.::

aygroudds; and (4) nefghborhood-contexts.

designated

While it may seem there are numerous studies of children's behavior in

play environments there is considerably more rhetoric and anecdotal reporting

on the subject than there

.elaoorated*on this-tWo-years_ago

meetings (Moore,

evidence based on careful. methodology.

the Washington EDRA and ChildhOod City

need to:go into it.at this time. Is is also =-

fair:to say, following-Brian Sutton-SM1thls-dichOtOmyrelswherein

voluMe

his

that the careful work follows the natural science model and not-the

Interpretative si:ience.madel.

Two findffigsjthathave been epi_cated many times

the greatest dsers.of.public outdoor space (Bjoklid-Chu

are that children are

1977; Cooper-Marcus,

:4974; R.,Moore:& Young,-1970)-, while only as little as-15% of_this:time.

-spent_ at-designated-playgrounds =(Auslan4er 61uhasz &'Carrifs61,-1977

COoper-Marcus, 1974; Hble,_1966),

will therefore first look- at designated playground , and then at

remainder of public outdoor play space.

Research on the Impacts of esi nated Playgrounds on ChildiDeveloPment- '
. -

the past ten to fifteen years, there= has been ,a renewed interest in-
.

e

. ._ :4 _ . _ .- ,

the desigwof-chtldrerffs play environments-and on==the --impacts-of -design-on- --_
_ __ _- --__ _- _ __ _ _ _-_-:7.--- --- - -

behavior. TwO arthitects-Friedberg-(1969, 1975; Friedberg & Berkeley:097D



and Daftner (1989 ) --wereearlyforerunnerS-in the design-of thildren'S play

facilJtiesand-their-designs and writings have-led to important=dew ideas;

and to much Criticism. Friedberg argued for what he called "linked play,"

play among all age groups, including adults and_the elderly, and argued that

complexity and wide potential choice will stimulate linked play behavior.

Dattner saw play as a child's, way of learning and argued for increasing the

number of interactive Possibilities between the child and the environment.

But neither desigher, made provision for_their designs- to be evaluated--what

are now called "post-occupancy evaluations" (Moore, 19B2)--and their processes
-

of design tweAntuitive and the product-assessed at best by subjective-,

casual pbservations, at all 1974)..

At the same time, theretis..in'thiscoUntry a continuing plethora of

traditionally styled playgrounds comprised of Play equipment selected-from one

or more-of the-availablemanufac urer'S:Catalogues. These traditional--

plaYgrounds have been touched by neither:designer nor scientist. Much of the

currant literaturecon:childrees play environment's seems.to be-a-reaction to
. =

and negative criticism of these traditional. playgrounds

1979)

'Trost & Klein,

Several studies:have looked at children's preferences for and use's of

different manufactured play equipment. Hutinger (1955) found increased in
, -

upper body strength in third-grade children after playing on horizpntal ladder

play equipment. Morris (1955) found similar results with children from grades

1 to 3-on a wide variety of gymnastics-like-playground equipment. - Thompson

(1976 _found tlore_use'of horizontal bars than other-types of. equipment.

-Hayward--; Rothenberg, and Beasley (1974),Brower_and_WilliamSon,(1974); an

_Brown (1980) found, however, that movable equipment is preferred and used more-



than static equipment.

.

01,0-structures promote more-use and,moderately more socia4-languagei and

motor behaviors then sibgle:',05e equipment. Gabbard (b:d.) has-,found-, however,

that after the _second -grade year, plaY activity-on all forms .traditional

Brown (1980) - found,- furthermore, that multi- functional

play equipment decreases at increas.ing rates.-

Whereas theseabove studies have looked at manbfactured play equipment,-

another set studies have been conducted-on tanceptualaspects of play
. -

environments. Callecod (1974) found that thirdgeade Children:oyerwhelmingly-

prefer and use playgrounds with high degrees of "challenge," "novelty,". and

"complexity," cifaracteristics that according to Berlyne (1960) and Ellis

(1973) should increase arousal and promote*-explorztory behavier.

-Krudinier (1978) -found-more-imaginative play in more "encapsulated" outdoor

play' settings.. Some of our-Own work, as yet un epoe ed, has shown that play

environments high also in "Dose parts" lead to more cognitive

social-cognitive, and cognitive-Motor play-than settings lower

parts."

consider these latter.studies much more-interesting, than the equipment

studies for two reasons and Much.more,pregnant with both future research and

delqn possibilitie% They begin-to tell us about the quality of the

related to :lay and to development, that is','pot Just what happens-

--
vis-a-yis,a particular piece of'equipment,,-but how:deyelopment-ii related to

design-quality of play environments: Admittediy-, the independent variables

are constructs comprised-of-many specific variables, but rating scales were-
, ,.

S

_develbriEd-in all three studies in order to provide reliability for the

environMental measurements. Further, the resulting constructs are closer to

---
the language of design and thus can lead more-readily-to=translation-and

_ 0
, _

app 1 ication.
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dOntivOng up the conceptual hierarchy t i l l1 1-broadescaPstrUcts,

studiesclas7looked at traditional versus idesigned._(or,_ so- called but _

misnamed_ "creati ve"). p) aygroundsr. El lis -fl970): and Frost and _Klein (1979)

critiquess-have provided seething'tritiques-of traditional playgrodnds relative to

disignedones. Ellis (1970)- intoned, "Play9rounds _in genvireral are duPlicated,

from- site to site i n a monotony of stereotyped Apparatus designed to:catch the

3) and that traditional plAygroubds are_"flO more thAn--4
_ .

large combination of large pl tthings placed together . . (to) provide
._

opportunities for gro-ss motor activity by simulating,' in galvanized- steel,
, .

some primitive jungle setting" (p-.-13). Frost and Klein (1979) added,

"Typically the American playground is a collection of sinble-func-t-Tii-if_

equipment-- merry -go-

round, see-saws, jungle gyms, slides, and- esigned Primarily for

exercise" (P- And, in his opening remarks to this copference, Ooe,.Fro st

used the terms "fixed single function structures

sports/exercise' extlusive ffientality!"

What does the-research literature say about the differences between
,

traditional and designed play environments? While Brown 11980) noted no-

differences on A range Of social, language and motor behaviors between more

versus less-contemporary designed playgrounds-,- VatOalkenberg (1978)

14)-i th a

StriCkland (1979) Wayward et al. 1974) And Gabbor (n,d) all found greater,

longer, and more varied use,of cant mporary designed playgrounds than

traditional playgrounds.. .Strickland 1979) also found more complex. cognitive

And social play Ophaviors on--the-designed playgrounds:.-

I

Another line of research on= designated playgrounds--and the last to_be.
-7

reviewed here--has- looked- at adventure plAygrounds- built by children



__- themselves._ This notion-haS.been prominent inmuch of the literature-an'

discUssions-about/children's play arid play settings: The argument is,tha
_

children will engage in more developmentally supportive behaviors or.adyeneure.,_

playgrounds (those with loose parts for the-children to build their own.play:_
_

environment) than on traditional car even_contemporary, playgroUnds (Ccioperi.

.

1970; Nicholson, 1971; Spencert 'Tuxford & Dennis, 1954).
- .

Though not-made-explicgAn.'the literature on adventure playgrOunds,::he'.

implicit theory: behind them- ts- ess

believed by i s. proponents that,

entially (if informally) Piapetiari.
=

Children. love to interact with variables,

apes; smells and other physical phenomena, such as

d-gruyity; edia` such as gases and fluids; 1:;unds',

nteractjons, cooking, and fire; and other human

and animals plants, "words, concepts, and ideas" (Nicholson, 1971, 30

architc

began, in the 1940s when the Danish landscape

Sorenson, noticed that :thi 1 d _seemed to-enjoy playiniwIth the

_ 1--
construction 'MaterialS on playground sites, and seemed to -gain more pleasure

from this than from playing an the completed playground.' The fii.-st'adileritPre-

playground was begun--_-in.the Copenhagen suburb of --EmdrUp and is described--in/a.

1951 sDani s i article by Sorenson '(1951

He and his-folibwerSecaiied::thatthe ,greater the .variety of:eXperiences-.:

available to-a child' in

or r a ve,and, construct

cognitive skills Coope , 1J70)

ormative7yeari and the greater the_Opportuntty.

the more ,rapidJhe- devel6pment

.

Nicholson (1971) summed up the-
-,

heWhe:statedthje Oft-quoted hypothesis -"Ifi-,any_-
,0 -,

environment -both, degree riventiveness. and' creativity and_ the,

poSSibilityaf:diSCoVe-1,.are "Airectlyliroportional to the number 'and ,k iricro

I

Ca.
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variables in it" (p. 31). He called this the "theory of loose parts," Other

exponents argued that the nature of constructive activities with loose parts,

would also-lead to more cooperative behavior among children (Allen, 1968;

Benjamin, 1974; Lambert & Pearson, 1974) .

Only four studies have been reported in the literature that look at, the

issue at all empirically and ca ully, and the results are somewhat

contradictory. Based on semi-structured observations, Cooper.(1970) reported,

a greater- variety of activities,` ages, crossage interaction, and group sizes

on London-adventure playgrounds than on comparable traditional playgrounds.

She also reported two community bene its: reduction in neighborhood vandalism.

and greater community involvement.

Ond of the few studies to compare traditional and alternative ypes of

playgrounds was the. well and,influential_study:by Hayward, Rbi. enberg,

and Beasley (1974). They compared traditional equipMent:,,,praYgrounds,.-

tonteMporary playgrounds, and adventure playgrounds designed-by architects or

_-andscape architects. Using,behavior mapping.methods' together with- behavior

setting records and interviews with a sample_of thildren, they. found that

children spend More time and-engage in more cognitive play activities on

adventure playgrounds thanthey,d0:6n contemporary or -- traditional
Kr

playgrounds. While Movable eqpipment was greatly preferred'aver static

equipment on the traditional playgrounds, multiple equipment Was preferred

c?

over isolated items on the contemporary sites and building and tlubhouse

activities-were preferred at-the adventure play settings. the.i, also :found =

more adult participation with children on adVenture playgrounds. Similar-

findin0 are reported in a less rigorous study by Thompson and Rittenhouse

(1974)- --.Van--Ryzin (1976 ) found-,- however, -that the percentage of time spent in
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environmental manipulation measure of cognitive activity) was high (50 -82%

time on a sample of adventure playgrounds in London), but was

independent of the amount of manipulables present. Thus, while there- is some

support for the increased amount of cognitive play activities on adventure

playgrounds relative to other types of designated playgrounds, it is not clear

from these reported studies to what we attribute this cognitive activity: self

selection, significant others involved in the setting, the character of the

physical setting or some combination of these factors.

Controlling somewhat for these factors through quasi - experimental

research- pvocedures and the-analysis of covariance (Moore, 1983d) one of our

own as yet unreported studieS-has-foUnd that the greater incidence of

cognitive, cognitive- social, cognitive-motor and cooperative play activities..

is related to the character of the physical settings, and to the amount of

loose-parts'-ava*4able-in-particular....

Research on the impacts of Neighborhood Play Settings on Child Development

It was mentioned-earlier that While-children are the greatest users of

public outdoor space, less that'15% of their tile outdoors. is .spent on

designated playgrounds. While the research literature reviewed above would

suggest that more time might be spent,--and with greater-benefits, if more and

especially more appropriate play environments were provided (contemporary

designed and adventure in. particular), the fact remains that:the- majorityof

children'stiMe outdoors is spent on un-designated settings. The claim, or

hyposthesis, has been adranced furthermore, that-,children engage in a greater

rangebf-developmentally-sopportive behavior in neighborho661:plaY-settingS

(front yards, corner lots, back alleys, etc.) than on designated playgrounds,

(Clay', 1971 197.2; Wood, 1976).-
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Many observational -studies have been conducted of children's play in

everyday neighborhood settings and around the child's dwelling unit.

Researchers have looked at territorial range (Anderson & Tindall, 1972 ;, Coates

-& Bussard, 1974) and age -and gender differences in spatial use-(3jorklid-Chu,

107; Hart, 1977; Payne & Jones, 1977; Saegert & Hart, 1978) among other

issues.

Ihe hypothesis that children prefer and make greater-use of the everyday

.

ioutdoOr environment than designated playgrounds is supported by, a plethora of

studies.

BroAr (1977) found that-thildren's play extends throughbOtthe

neighborhood, with found spaces such as porches, sidewalks, curb areas, And

stoops being the most-heavily useiL R, Moore (1980) found that natural areas

Account for over one-quarter-of all favorite play places, while designed

schoolyards and playgrounds account ftir iess,than 10 percent. Hart (1979)

found that children prefer natural landscapes, that the spatial richness and-

meaning,children attach to the environment is related to their access to

natural -areas and elements, and that children's experience and memory for

plates:is:related to-their ability to modify their Anvironment..,Bishop and

Foulsham (1973) found'that small stale_elemehts in the environment such as

kiosks, telephone booths, and vacant lots are favoriteplaces.

In a recent review, R. Moore and Young (1978) identified 34 _studies

relating to neighborhood play settings. One study (R. Moore, 1978) indicated

that of 72 environmental elements mentioned-by children as favorite-play

places, only two (the child's own home and-streets) were mentioned by more

than .50% of-children. =A similar study by Maurer and Baxter (1972) showed that

children emphasized homes, natural features,.and other built structures, in
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that order, as being favorite play spaces. An analysis of six residential

behavior mapping studies done in the peniod-1971 to 1977 (based on charts in

Moore & Young, 1978) leads me to the conclusion that, in general, children's,

favorite neighborhood play places are (1) paved areas-(like streets,

sidewalks,: and paths), (2) front yards and porches, public open space

(including woods, grassy areas, and open fields), and (3) backyards, with

designated playgrounds' again at the bottom of the list.

It is therefore clear-from these studies that children prefer and use

informal neighborhood spaces as much as 6 to 1 over designated playgrounds and

that they also prefer-and use natural features and everyday Orb-an features-i

the. environment more than specially built areas.

While we can-make conclusions about preferences and use from.the

research, literatureless is knownabout_the.jmpatts on children's

development. In one study, Hart (1977) foundthat children's environmental

learning_is_reialed_to_the_amount of exploration possible of the ,surrounding

environment and of.the territorial'ranage children are permitted by- their

parents. His own work, plus earlier- -work by Anderson and Tindall '(1972)- have

shown that territorial range in gender-related, little girls being. given much

:less freedom to explore their environment and-thus to learn about-the

environment.-

Comparison of-Designated and Neighborhood Play Environments

Another part-of one of our-studies- looked at the typeS of

developmentallyrelated play, behaviors,occurring in neighborhoo settings

comparison to adventure playgrounds. This study is, -as far as I know,:the

only one to empirically compare designated playgrounds- with informl
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neighborhood play spaces in terms of demonstrating actual impacts on behavior,

not just children's: stated preferences. A quasi-experimental field study was

,conducted using observational instruments (Moore, 1983 c) Subjects were

randomly selected from all children using the outdoor areas of an inner-city

neighborhood during the summer of 1977 including those using an adventure

playground in the heart of the neighborhood. .The children ranged from iyears

6 months to 14 years of age and were 99% black. Based on random space and

time sampling, a total of 391 obServational cells were recorded, some

involving-as many as 30 children, so we observed over 6000 children at play.

A highly structured observationalinstrument77called a behavior map--was used

to record all play behaviors in which the children were engaged (26 different

behaViors) and where they occurred (31 differenttypes of settings--see Figure

1).

Insert Figure 1 about iere-

Whatme are finding is the following: -There are significantly more

cognitive play behaviors on adventOre playgrounds than in neighborhood play

settings (40% of all behaviors observed on adventure playgrounds versus only

10% im the neighborntiOd---see Table 1). Furthermore, from 2-to as much as 10

times more fantasy, constructive, and cooperative play is-eyident-:on-adventure

playgrodnds (see.Table 2).

Insert Table 1 about here

Insert Table 2 about here
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We are also finding a more complex picture when we look at subject

variables. The gender and/or age composition of groups involved in play. is

significantly related to five of the-six categories of play we have studied

(see Table 3, second and .third columns). But in addition, there arethird

signifAcant interactions between the physical environment and both age and

gender in affecting-social-motor and social-cognitive play (Table 3, fifth

through-seventh-eolumns)-. While-most7play-occurs same-age and same-gender

groups (75-84%), these findings indicate that mixed age and-mixed-.gender

grdups ehgkage in more social types of play in inforMal neighborhood play

settingsthan_on adventure playgrounds. Thus the picture as it has emerged to

this point is that it is a combination-of the physical-environment, the social

characteristics of children, and the interaction between physical and social

variables-that affects the type of play in which-children e gage.

Insert Table 3 about here, .

Lastly, we have found a type of tradeoff or balance between.designated'

adventure- playgrounds and neighborhood settings '04clore,.Bur6er:8, Katz, 1979

While the adventure playground seems to provide for-considerablymore

cognitive play, and traditional playground§ and playing-fields for, motor Play,'

neighborhood settings are highest ie social play . For. nstance,' while

cognitive play is high on adventure pleygroUnds (40% of observed behavior=s.

being construction or fantasy behaViors), it is in the middle of-the- list in

neighborhood settings- (7 % -10% of the-behaviors). Conversely, social play is

high -in-neighborhood -settiqs-142%of:/ther-time.being watching, talking, or

,==
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walking in groups), but lower on adventure playgrounds (6%-10%- see Table 4).

Adults are mo in evidence in neighborhood settings, and tend to play a

supervisory role, while playing a more involved or observational role on the

adventure playgrounds (Table 5). What seems to be emerging is a type of

c6mpl-ementary relationship among various settings- one type of play settrin?

seems to provide for all Of chi dren's play activities and developmental

heeds- and while one provides for one type-of-play others including adventure

playgrounds and neighborhood play.settings provide for other r-typeS of play and

'development.

Insert Table 4.about herb

Insert Table 5 about here

This interpretation is concordant with the, environmentally based theory

play suggested at the beginning of my paper.. The eVidence supports foUr

componentsof the theory:` that there are three iMportant components-to

play--cognitive, motor, and social-emotional; that development through play

an interaction of the child withliAs or her total enVironment that adblts and

is

Significant others play an-important-role in interaction with the environment;,,--

and, therefore-, that development through-play is a function-of the total,
,

socio-physiaal environment. The findings support the.interactional-ecologial

theory Of child-envirOnment relations,"andpoint_out Some of the-linkages

betWeen the architecturally designed environment and the social. system as they

independently and in Concert'oncer influence development.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR A NEW APPROAat TO THE PLANNING AND DESIGN OF PLAY,ENVIRONMENTS

The current state of the art of the research literature leads us-to some

new implications for environmental policy and for the planning and design of

play environments. I'd like to briefly summarize -a- -few of them here. -This _is-

part of ongoing -work which we hope will-be summarized in a book in the not too

distant future the meantime, an interim report is available, see Cohen,,

Hill, Lane, McGinty 8, Moore, 1979).

First, I think we must develop environmental policy for "play

environments," and not just the limited notion of play-"grounds" as

static entities located fn well-defined locations.-The7total

`environment is the setting for-play. All environmental settings 'are

the- necessary subject-matter of both research ,and-design. We must

stop our Myopic_attention on playgrounds, and look-at the total.

environment of play

Insert- Figure r -about -here

o Second, policy makers, recreation leaders, and educators should

provide for the full variety of play 'activities, not just motor or

physical play: We needFto provide for cognitive soci40 'and motor

play,. and for their integration.

Third, planners should provide all three types:of designated play

environments disCussed in the research erature--traditional,
=

contemporary and ady_enture. designed. Different types of play have-
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been found to-occur on each. No one IS sufficient for children's

needs. All three types complement each other and should be providecL

in proximity to each other.

Insert Figure 4 (a, _ c), about here

Fourth,- planners ahedesigners should provide not only for the play

of children but also for the interaction of children with older

siblings, adults, and significant others, in other words, providing

fbr the total ecology of the socio-physical environment of play.

This means providing opportunities for adults of all ages to be

involved with children rather than segretating children's areas from

adult areas.

Insert Figure 5 about here

o Fifth, planners and designers should alSo provide a variety:of types

of play environments at-a variety of different, but appropriate

locations, e.g., adventure. play yards.ip housing areas, in small and

large.parksandadjacent to youth activity centers,` contemporary

play environments in shopping centers' at amusement parkS-, and dotted,

throughout inner-cities: etc.. No One_itype.of location is sufficient,:

6 :about here



d Sixth, we should provide not Only well-known types=of play

environments but should also develop and study new notions of play

environments, like natural play environments where children can play

with nature, and both the European style adventure and Swedish and

'Canadian style of creative play environments where children of all

ages can build and develop through doing.

Insert Figure 6: (a about here_

-StVenth, we should provide not only for these new and innovative

of-designated-play-environments;--but-also provide more broadly

for the whole fabric. of children's play in urban, suburban, and rural

environments. Here I refer to paying particular and special

attention to-the whe-ighborhood of play" including developed play

areas, paved play areas for ball play and informal motor, play, gras

:areas'foi, formal and _informal games fir all ages and a variety

_play areas for different age groups- -and all of these- within the

normal fabric of the 'neighborhood.

Insert Figure 7 about here

o Eighth, recreation and urban planners should provide what we have

called a "tiered park system " - -a- planned system of district parks

and play areas ranging in scale from intermediate sized district

parksthrough''small vest-pocket parks in residential ireis



Special play areas at other children" S facilities like schools, youth

activity centers, and child care centers,.right down to neighborhood

based play areas.

Insert Figure 8 about here

Ninth, we should work to provide whdt. wp call "home-based play yards"

by rethinking the entirePesign, or adaptive .redesign, of residential,

areas so-that play deVelopmentelly approprlaWeeT1 more readily occur

dose to home,

[nsert Figure 9 b) about here

'Tenth, we still need special integrated play environments, or what '

are celled in much of Scandinavia, "comprehensive play environment

, for all ages ,and for all--types of play -- infants,- toddlers,

preschoolers- school-age children, adults- -end developed play areas --

as well as grassy areas, natural areas, and,herd surf ace areas, and

including adventure, creative, and natural play yards.

InSert;Figure 10 (a out here

to tie it all together, we must repair jour neighborhoods
--

to,provide for a "network of play" by linking together all the other

elements'of the play environment system and thus provide piths to and

from the child" home and to and from other parks, sch ols, and
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favorite children's places, and provide or safe play opportunities

along the way.

There are many-more implications from the current research on

play-environment relations that could be discussed. But -I hope these- eleven

will begin to show that the research is both of theoretical interest (very

importanct to the growth of our field for we need to discover and understand

more about the environmental components of play) and of practical importande

to educators; policy makers, planners and-designers. The research to date as

I read it, suggests some very important ,conclbSions that run in the face of

"standard operating procedure," all-across-the country (for example the

preponderance of traditional, catalogde-selected-playgrounds while the

-literature shows they support only one aspect of child developmerit,40theven

that not very well after about the second or third grade, or even more

pointedly, the continued attention to designated playgrounds even of more

innovative type'despite the w11-replicated finding, that,. spend-up to

85%-of_-_their outdoor time .ii other, :neighborhood. and home-based play:settings

I would like to conclude this paper-with_a wonderful quote from Edith

Cobb (1977), a very wise person writing about the ecology of -IIMagloation in
; - -

childhood, and rho said the following:

"The study of the child-in nature, culture, and society rev al's

that there is a special period, the little understood prepubescent,

halcyon middle -age-of childhood, appi-oxipately froM-five-Or.'Sixto

eleven or tilielve, between the.strivings-of animal_ infancy and the

storms of adolescence--when the natural world is experienced

ith nature rocesses
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Reference Notes

The behavior mapping instrument used,in this study, along with

instructions-for its use, are available, by writing to the Center for

Atchitecture and Urban Planning ReSearch, University of

Wisconsin - Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI -53201
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Table 1

Frequencies and Proportions of Types of Play Observed
(N=814 cases ) in Adventure Playground and. Neighborhood Play -Se' rings

Adventure Playground
Neighborhood Play

Settings
,

Pro Frei P-o

Social-motor 24 .06 . 299 -19 14.19**

Motor 33 .08- 181 .11-= 4.99

Cognitive- motor. 6 .02 142 .09 6.49

Cognitive 161 .40 165 .10 22.50***

Social-cognitive 38 143 .09 8.54

a-All
2x5 tables; df=4.

*pc. < .05=

**p'.< 411

**p <. .001



Table 2

FreqUencieS and PropOrtionS of Constructive, Fantasy, and
Cooperative Play (N=814 cases) in Adventure Playground and

Neighborhood Play Settings

Neighborhood Play
Settings

Freq , Prop Freq Prop

Constructive Play 151 .21 43. .02 21 23 * **

Fantasy Play . .04 51 .02 17.18**

Cooperative Play 313 .43 585 .21 9.61*

Totals 733-
b

.68 2758b .25

a-
-All-df=4.
b
-Totals include all 26 behaviors o_serieq including 6 levels of solitary

to cooperative play.

*p_ <7. .05
**p .01
***p < .001
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Table 5

Proportion of the Time, that Different Types of Interactions
Occurin Adventure Playground and Neighborhood Play Settings

PlaygroundPlayground

.84

.16

.75

Neighborhood
Play Settings

Age

.77

.23

.75

3143

.00

Mixed-Age =Groups

-Gender

Same-Gender Groups-

MiXednder Grobps 72-5- 25

Ethnicity

Same - Ethnic Groups 1.00 .99

Mixed-Ethnic Groups .00 .01 -00

-Person/People, With

.-Self Only .66 .59

Othei. Peers .32 .00

Teenagers .05-

Adults ---,02-- 265.82*,35

Roie-o-f7Ot her -Per on-

InVolVed:, .27 .15

Supervising .03 -.45

Surveillance .70 . 40 34.99*

Source.:

< .001
v.1

FrolpMoare Burger & .Katz 1979



F OUTDOOR
VIRONMENTS

sed
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TABLE 6

RECOMMENDED APPROPRIATE LOCATIONS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF OUTDOOR PLAY ENVIRONMENTS

Child Oriented Facilities
Child Youth Elem. &
Care Activity Jr. High
Centers Centers Schools

APPROPRIATE LOCATIONS

Family Housing Areas
Family Housing Family HouSing
Area/each 10 Area/each 50
to SO units to 100 units

Small Parks
3 to 5 acre

Parks
Large. Parks
5 to 25
acres

V

e Play

re Play

Play

arning
ments for
pped

a

ensive
rds

After Cohen, Hill, Lane, McGinty 6 Moore, 1979



FigureCap idfis

NeighborhonWObser'vation-Behavior Map

Figure 2. Planning and design of the total outdoor. .environment of-play.

(Figures 2 and 5-11 from McGinty, Cohen & Moore, :981.. Illustrations

copyright 1982 by Tim McGinty. Used by permission.),

Figure. 3-. -Relationshob between-la-observable play behaviors and three- Meddr--

categories of play (motor, cognitive, and Social).- -(From Moore,. Cohen,

Oertel & Van Ryzin, 1979).

Figure 4. Examples of (a) traditionel, (b) contemporary, and (c) adventure

plahrounds_from Sydney, Austrdfia, (From Moore, 1983); photographs by,

the author.)

Figure 5. Providingfor the interaction of children with older siblings and

adults.

Figure 6. Diagrams for natural, (b) adventure, and creative play

iyards.

Figure 7. Planning for the neighborhood of play.

Figure 8.. Integrating a variety of play areas into a'tiered park system.

Piglire 9. Providing a range of different home-based *mediate
-

-pro imitY to..thehbome by-redesignt4everyday-neighborhoodspacesl

(a).overall diagram, and -(b)- detail of-ta child-oriented badk-yard.'

. Figu e 10. Comprehensive play environment for all ages, including.-
.. -

locatioO 'relative to housing areas and the 0-:reetpatterh

internal organization, and '(c)sketch- aXonometriC.view of_what

comprehensive play environment could look like.
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Figure 11. Providing for the network of play by linking together all the

other parts of the play environment system by a se'Res of safeand
x'

'playfulpaths, including (a) overall KO network, (b)-- micro - climates

for play along the way, and (c) different types of designated mini-play

areas along the way.
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